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ARTICLE

Lower limb soft tissue reconstruction using free ALT flaps: multimodal parameter
analysis to predict the level of spontaneous reinnervation

William Watfaa,b, Gianluca Sapinoa,c , Francesco Teatinid, Carlo M. Orangese, Mario Cherubinof ,
David Guillera,g, Wassim Raffoula and Pietro G. di Summaa

aDepartment of Plastic and Hand Surgery, Centre Hospitalier Universitaire Vaudois (CHUV), Lausanne, Switzerland; bDepartment of Plastic and
Reconstructive Surgery, Saint George University Hospital Medical Center, Beirut, Lebanon; cDepartment of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery,
University Hospital of Modena, Modena, Italy; dDepartment of Neurology, Azienda Ospedaliera dell’Alto Adige, Bolzano, Italy; eDepartment of
Plastic Surgery, Geneva University Hospitals, University of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland; fDepartment plastic reconstructive and hand surgery,
University Hospital of Varese, Varese, Italy; gDepartment of Plastic Reconstructive and Hand Surgery, Department of Oral and Maxillofacial
Surgery, University Hospital, Dijon, France

ABSTRACT
Introduction: This work aims to assess lower limb free flaps spontaneous sensory recovery by comparing
and analyzing a single standardized reconstructive procedure, namely the free noninnervated anterolat-
eral thigh (ALT) flap in order to evaluate which flap or patient-related factors may predict flap
reinnervation.
Methods: Between January 2010 and March 2018 all nonreinnervated ALT flaps for lower limb coverage
performed at our institution were screened. We excluded from the study flaps with less than 18months
of follow-up time, neurotized flaps, and those from patients who missed the last follow up. Sensory
modalities that were evaluated included the two-point discrimination (2PD) test, measured in mm; and
the Semmes–Weinstein monofilament (SWM) test, measured in gram. The sensory parameter results were
compared and analyzed according to flap size (two groups; <160 cm2 vs.> 160 cm2), and post-op time of
testing (two groups; <18–28months vs.> 28months).
Results: Twenty-one ALT free flaps were finally retained by this study. Our findings showed that flaps of
smaller surface area showed a significantly better return in sensory discrimination 2PD and in sensory
cutaneous pressure perception SWM testing.
Conclusion: This work establishes for the first time some key quantitative data that can help predict free
flap spontaneous reinnervation outcomes when using the same ALT flap. In our series, flaps surface
remains the main discriminant value for a better sensory recovery.
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Introduction

Trauma, oncologic surgery, chronic wounds and burn sequelae may
require soft tissue coverage. In the lower limb, where few local
options exist, especially in large and distal defects, free tissue trans-
fer remains an essential tool for reconstruction. In this regard, the
anterolateral thigh (ALT) flap becomes the workhorse for lower limb
reconstruction [1]. In addition to the coverage of defects, the sur-
geon’s aim should maximize functional reconstruction to improve
the quality of life for those patients after the procedure [2] by
replacing like-with-like, and restoring tissue properties.

Nevertheless, sensory recovery could play an important role in
re-gaining functional skills and may facilitate the return to normal
life. Moreover, the absence of sensory feedback in free tissue
transfer may increase the probability of flap breakdown on the
long term, especially in weight-bearing zones [3–5]. Despite this,
the need for sensory reinnervation at the recipient site remains
debatable in literature. Even though sensory nerve coaptation
should theoretically lead to superior sensory recovery [6], there is
limited evidence that this would finally lead to better clinical
functional outcomes [7]. Several authors described spontaneous

recovery of sensation in noninnervated flaps through neural infil-
tration and nerve regeneration from the edges and the base of
the healthy recipient site [8–10].

In this work, a multimodal comparison was used to analyze a
single standardized reconstructive procedure (free noninnervated
ALT flap). The comparison was also used to assess whether differ-
ent patient-related and flap-related variables could influence, in a
predictable way, collateral flap reinnervation on a long-term fol-
low up, and how this could influence reconstructive outcomes
and the daily life of patients.

Materials and methods

Patients

We conducted a retrospective study by retrieving records of all
lower limbs ALT free flap reconstructions performed on patients
who were operated at our institution, between January 2010 and
January 2018. The study excluded flaps with short follow-up time
(less than 18months after reconstruction), weight-bearing neuro-
tized flaps, reconstructions in patients with injured nerve, recon-
struction after radiotherapy of the reconstructed area,
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reconstructions where patients’ flap details were either not clearly
specified or were unavailable in the operative notes and patients
who suffered from diabetes mellitus. After the application of the
exclusion criteria, 35 patients were initially identified. Since 14
patients did not return for their last follow-up to perform a full
sensory examination (five premature deaths (i.e. mainly Sarcoma
patients) and nine lost to follow up (refused the appointment or
changed their address)), only the remaining 21 patients were
enrolled in the study. These included 14 (66.7%) men, and 7
(33.3%) women with a mean age of 54 years (median 56, range
21–87). The mean follow-up time was 34months (median 28,
range 18–108).

Methods

Reconstruction included 16 fasciocutaneous and 5 musculocuta-
neous ALT free flaps. Flaps dimensions and complications were
recorded. Post-operative radiotherapy and patients’ comorbidities
were also reported, using information from discharge letters, med-
ical records and anesthesiology charts. The patients were divided
into subgroups based on the length of follow-up time and the
size of the harvested flap, with median values used as cut-offs for
both follow-up time (�28months) and flap surfaces (�160 cm2).
Patient’s demographics and reconstructed areas are summarized
in Table 1 and Figure 1.

Methods used to evaluate outcomes

Evaluations for sensory function
Two sensory modalities were used in the evaluation of sensory
functions. These were the two-point discrimination (2PD) test,
measured in mm, and the Semmes–Weinstein monofilament
(SWM) test, measured in gram (North Coast Medical, Inc., Gilroy,
CA, USA). Each flap was divided into two sectors: one central and
one peripheral (within 3 cm from the scar top, bottom, right and
left directions). This approach is similar to the sensory evaluation
on the Nipple areola complex when evaluating sensory areolar
recovery [11].

Sensory recovery was tested during the last follow-up visit by
a plastic surgery resident blind to the study until full recruitment
of data was made. In that sense, the examiner knew the type of

reconstruction performed, but was not aware nor about the study
design (parameter involved) nor the exclusion criteria (tested and
recorded neurotized and non-neurotized flaps). Patients were
asked to keep their eyes closed during the examination. Recorded
values from the flap periphery and center were averaged
together. The 2PD test was measured with a caliper, setting the
two tips at a distance of 2.5 cm, and placing them simultaneously
on the flap, while reducing the distance gradually until the
patient felt only a single point. The SWM test was used to

Table 1. Patients demographics.

No Age Sex BMI Comorbidities\Risk factors SITE Type of ALT flap
Flap surface

(cm2)
Follow up
(months)

1 77 F 20.7 – Knee Fasciocutaneous 70 18
2 66 M 29.8 Hypertension Knee Fasciocutaneous 120 25
3 72 M 23 Smoke, cardiopathy Internal Malleolus Fasciocutaneous 176 29
4 63 M 27.6 Cardiopathy Achilles Tendon Fasciocutaneous 176 25
5 53 M 28.1 – Midshaft of Tibia Fasciocutaneous 180 15
6 66 M 29.1 – Distal Third Fasciocutaneous 180 18
7 44 M 29.7 Dyslipidemia Thigh Myocutaneous 160 28
8 56 F 24 – Midshaft of Tibia Fasciocutaneous 220 39
9 60 M 29.6 – Distal Third Fasciocutaneous 238 31
10 23 M 21.7 – Dorsum of Foot Myocutaneous 220 24
11 56 M 24.7 – Distal Third Fasciocutaneous 160 18
12 47 M 23.2 Smoker Dorsum of Foot Myocutaneous 100 25
13 21 F 21.8 – Knee Fasciocutaneous 210 70
14 49 F 30.2 Obesity Knee Myocutaneous 50 31
15 35 M 26.9 – Distal Third Fasciocutaneous 30 30
16 38 F 24.5 Smoker Knee Fasciocutaneous 142 41
17 87 F 28.3 Smoker, CKF Knee Fasciocutaneous 40 43
18 49 M 22.3 Smoker Distal Third Fasciocutaneous 250 108
19 62 F 25.1 Smoker Proximal Lateral Tibia Fasciocutaneous 240 18
20 66 M 32.3 Obesity, smoker, cardiopathy, COPD Knee Myocutaneous 40 18
21 44 M 28.1 Smoker Midshaft of Tibia Fasciocutaneous 140 60

COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; CKF: chronic kidney failure.

Figure 1. Diagram of lower limb representing percentage distribution of the dif-
ferent reconstructed areas.
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measure pressure perception (kit containing 20 filaments from
0.008 to 300 g) [12].

Statistical methods

Median-split separation was performed to divide the study popu-
lation into subgroups (e.g. greater or less than 28months follow
up, and greater or less than 160 cm2 of flap surface). Comparison
between subgroups was made using independent two-sided t
tests for means, and Mann–Whitney U tests for medians. ANOVA
multiple comparison test was used to investigate potential differ-
ences between multiple subgroups. We verified the assumption of
normality using the Shapiro–Wilk test. Statistical significance was
set at a p< 0.05. Flap locations were homogeneously distributed
between the evaluated groups, reducing the potential bias due to
flap location.

Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism (ver-
sion 8.0, GraphPad software, La Jolla, CA, USA).

Results

Functional outcomes
The sensory parameter results were compared and analyzed
according to flap size (two groups; <160 cm2 vs.> 160 cm2) and
to post-op time of testing (two groups; <18–28months
vs.> 28months).

Considering a potential bias on sensitive recovery due to dif-
ferent flap thickness, we performed a comparative analysis of all
subgroups which showed no statistical significance in terms of
BMI: (27.36; 28.2 in <160 cm2 subgroup vs. 25.19; 24.70 in
>160 cm2 subgroup) and (26.55;27.60 in < 28months subgroup
vs. 25.87; 25.70 in > 28months subgroup); values expressed as
average; median. The groups resulted therefore relatively homo-
geneous, allowing for further investigation of sensory recovery.

Two-point discrimination test outcome

In order to test surface skin discrimination, the average 2PD val-
ues were evaluated according to the flap size and post-op time of
testing. When considering flap size, a significant difference was
present in comparing average 2PD values (�3.48 ± 0.37 in
<160 cm2 flap size group vs. �4.41 ± 0.22 in >160 cm2 flap size
group; values expressed as average± SEM). When considering
average 2PD values according to follow-up time (<28m and
>28m), no significant difference was found.

When performing a multiple subgroup analysis ((<28months,
>28months, <160 cm2 and >160 cm2), the best sensory 2PD val-
ues were found in the sub-group of patients having the smaller
flap surface (<160 cm2) and longer post-op time (>28months);
and the worst in term of sensory return in the sub-group of
patients with the larger flap size (>160 cm2) and shorter post-op
time (<28m) (�3.13 ± 0.31 in <160 cm2 and > 28m subgroup vs.
�4.17 ± 0.31 in >160 cm2 and <28m subgroup; values expressed
as average ± SEM (Figures 2 and 3)).

In other terms, flaps of smaller surface area with longer post-
operative time showed a significantly better return in sensory dis-
crimination (2PD) than their larger surface counter parts with
shorter postoperative time.

Semmes–Weinstein monofilament test outcome

In order to test for skin pressure perception, average SWM values
of flaps were evaluated according to the flap size and post-op
time of testing, as previously described for 2PD values. The aver-
age values showed better sensory return in the smaller flaps
(<160 cm2) group (�4.78 ± 0.87 in <160 cm2 flap size group vs.
�7.55 ± 0.89 in >160 cm2 flap size group; values expressed as
average ± SEM). Again, when considering average SWM values
according to follow-up time (< 28months and > 28months), no
significant difference was shown, even if a strong trend was seen
towards better sensory recovery at longer follow-up times
(p¼ 0.15).

Comparative analysis of all subgroups (<28months,
>28months, <160 cm2 and >160 cm2) showed best sensory
return in terms of SWM in the subgroup of patients having the
smallest flap size (<160 cm2) and longer post-op time
(>28months); and the worst in term of sensory return in the sub-
group of patients with the largest flap size (>160 cm2) regardless
of post-op time (both <28months and >28months) (�3.43 ± 1.26

Figure 2. Subgroup analysis according to size flap (<160 cm2 and >160 cm2) for
the two-point discrimination (2PD) recorded values. Values are expressed as
average ± SEM (�p< 0.05).

Figure 3. Multiple subgroup analysis (<28months, > 28months, <160 cm2 and
>160 cm2) for the Semmes–Weinstein pressure recorded values. Values are
expressed as average ± SEM (�p< 0.05).
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in <160 cm2 and >28months subgroup vs. �8.17 ± 1.6 in
>160 cm2 and <28months subgroup; values expressed as
average ± SEM (Figures 4 and 5)).

In other terms, flaps of smaller surface area showed a better
return in sensory cutaneous pressure perception (SWM) than their
larger surface counter parts, without a critical influence on follow-
up time.

Discussion

According to literature, several authors have investigated nerve
regrowth in transplanted tissue [13,14]. The spontaneous reinner-
vation is considered a progressive process occurring after free flap
tissue transfer [14]. However, this belief remains unclear, and no
concrete answers exist in literature as to which factors (patients-
related, flap-related and/or recipient site-related) influence sensory
recovery. Histochemical studies of human skin grafts and flaps
provide basis for understanding the mechanism of sensory recov-
ery in noninnervated flaps [9]. Dykes et al. obtained incisional
biopsies from nine patients who had undergone skin grafting and
found significant histochemical evidence of regenerating nerves
at the bed and margins of the skin grafts 3 weeks after surgery
[15]. Other authors underlined that the most important factor for

natural recovery of noninnervated flaps appeared to be the
axonal sprouting from the periphery to the center [13]. The size
of defects was found to be important, since the degree of natural
sensory recovery was the greatest when flaps were used for
smaller defects because spontaneous reinnervation depended on
residual nerve population.

In lower extremities, sensory recovery after reconstruction may
become an important issue, since a protective sensation could
avoid unintentional injuries resulting from pressure sores or burns.
Although sensory recovery was extensively studied in various
fields such as autologous breast reconstruction [16,17], mammo-
plasty [18], digital repair [19], burn scars [20], oral reconstruction
[3,21] and lower lip reconstruction [22], only little is known about
this issue in free flap extremity reconstruction. Our work estab-
lishes for the first time some key quantitative data that can help
predict free flap spontaneous reinnervation outcomes. Potential
biases were reduced by using the same ALT flap with the same
harvest technique (subfascial dissection according to Fu Chan
Wei) [23], all the time.

At the level of the foot, literature suggests a mean SW-evalu-
ator size of 3.63 (± 0.0075 SEM), as physiological corresponding to
0.4 g target force when using the AesthesioVR data evaluator chart
[24]. Concerning other parts of the lower limb, when tested on a
healthy volunteer in our department, we found that the threshold
sensation at the level of the knee was 0.6 g and 1.4 g at the level
of the ankle. Several studies have determined SW value of 5.07
(corresponding to 10 g target force) to be the threshold for pro-
tective sensation [25]. Our best-measured value considering all
the leg (small flaps in longer follow up) was on average 3.43 g,
largely reaching protective sensation.

Some limitations to our study have to be acknowledged. First,
the retrospective investigation (even if based on a prospectively
maintained database), and the relatively small number of cases
(n¼ 21) have to be highlighted. As mentioned previously, we only
included patients who had a proper and complete follow up
(more than 18months). Moreover, despite the long follow-up
time, we could not obtain intermediate values of sensory recovery
at different time points. Another limitation that needs to be high-
lighted is about the flap homogeneity (flap thickness and differ-
ent recipient sites). However, as already stated, flap locations
were homogeneously distributed between the evaluated groups
(i.e. thigh, knee, proximal 1/3, middle 1/3, distal 1/3, ankle and
foot) (Figure 1), reducing the potential bias due to flap location.
Also, as previously mentioned flap thickness was shown to be
similar based on similar BMI between subgroups. Considering the
negligeable proportion of female population this implied similar
mid/distal thigh thickness and therefore a similar flap thickness
distribution. In addition, in this series, no TFL perforator flaps
were present, therefore excluding the thicker upper part of the
anterolateral thigh and thus reinforcing our assumption of a simi-
lar flap thickness.

Finally, only noninnervated ALT flaps were tested against
healthy tissue, and therefore an additional group with neurotized
flap could have been of theoretic scientific interest. On the other
hand, only non-weight-bearing flaps were included in this study,
without a real clinical need for neurotization. Some reports high-
lighted how nonsensate reconstruction of the heel maintained
the property for stable weight-bearing without pressure sore
appearance [26]. We could argue whether neurotization should
be still applied in limited surface flaps. In such cases, the process
of spontaneous reinnervation of fasciocutaneous flaps guaranteed
indeed sensory recovery above the protective sensation threshold.

Figure 4. Subgroup analysis according to size flap (<160 cm2 and >160 cm2) for
the two-point discrimination (2PD) recorded values. Values are expressed as
average± SEM (�p< 0.05).

Figure 5. Multiple subgroup analysis (<28months, > 28months, <160 cm2 and
>160 cm2) for the Semmes–Weinstein pressure recorded values. Values are
expressed as average± SEM (�p< 0.05).
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As reported by Hong et al., nonsensate flaps will eventually
recover protective sensation around 12months [27].

Further studies are needed to compare neurotized and non-
neurotized flaps in homogeneous cohorts to assess the real bene-
fit of neurotization in the long run.

However, the results of our study are in line with the general
physiological principles of reinnervation, namely that smaller flaps
regain faster and better sensation than their larger counterparts.
Our results were consistent with the Rothenberger et al. study
that found a negative correlation between the flap size and sen-
sory recovery potential [28].

Moreover, new intriguing aspects of free flap spontaneous
reinnervation were revealed. This is explained by the fact that in
our series, follow-up time has definitely played a supporting role
after the cut-off period of 28months, flap surface remained the
main discriminant value, as larger flaps, regardless of follow-up
time, did not reach significantly better recovery values when com-
pared to their smaller counterparts. Such a result is interesting as
it reveals a limited potential to spontaneous reinnervation. This
could be explained by the restricted power of peripheral collateral
sensory sprouting, which may get progressively lost if very large
areas of the flaps need to be crossed by regenerating fibers. This
concept recalls, in a way, the gap limitations in peripheral nerve
injury and regeneration, where nerve gaps over 3 cm show signifi-
cantly worse regeneration outcomes, even when nerve is directed
into nerve guides.

With regard to other potentially influencing parameters, our
study did not find any statistical correlation between the flap
components (fasciocutaneous or musculocutaneous), or age of
the patient, and the degree of spontaneous reinnervation.

Future studies are needed to prove if target-derived neuro-
trophic factors that preexist at the recipient site could provide
successful target-specific regeneration across a considerable sur-
face or distance [29], as is the case with what happens in periph-
eral nerve regeneration [30]. In this sense, the recipient area and
its nerve afferences could be a supportive niche influencing the
potential for spontaneous sensory reinnervation in different ana-
tomical sites.

Conclusion

In studying the same ALT flap, our data shed some light on free
flap spontaneous reinnervation outcomes. Despite the fact that in
our series follow-up time (> 28months) seemed to play a positive
role in recovery (for sensory cutaneous pressure perception in
particular), flap surface remains the main discriminant value.
Larger flaps will still show spontaneous recovery in longer follow-
up time despite it being less evident when compared with smaller
flaps.
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